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official lists of approved 140–42
Technical and professional ability of economic operators 133–4
Evidence of environmental management as selection criterion 139
Evidence of intended subcontracting 139–40
Location of contractors as selection criterion 138, 139
Previous experience 134
Professional expertise and suitability to pursue professional activities 137
Quality assurance standards 140
Reality checks 137, 138
References as a selection criterion 135
Reliance on group or consortia 139
Technical expertise 136–7
Utilities Directive, under generally 300
and third countries 301–2
Utilities Directive advertisement
advertisement under 323, 324, 325, 328, 335
competition, notices used as call for 326
contract award notices 331
periodic indicative notices 323
periodic indicative notices, under Utilities Directive 323
qualification system, notices on existence of 325
Utilities Directive (cont.):
applied undertakings, contracts to exclusions, under Utilities Directive 295, 296, 311, 312 utilities procurement, in 44, 45
award criteria ecological criteria 277, 278 environmental considerations 107, 108, 276, 277, 278 generally 79, 80 lowest offer, disqualification 286, 287 abnormally low tenders 366 in dynamic purchasing systems 357, 358 in electronic auctions 359, 360, 361 lowest price 366 most economically advantageous tender 365 variants in 280, 281 excluded activities Utilities Directive, under 310 to an affiliated undertaking 311 central purchasing bodies by 315 to certain services excluded from the scope of the Directive 313 to a contracting entity forming part of a joint venture 312 directly exposed to competition 315 Decision by the Commission 316–17 Notification by Member States 316 Procedure for establishing direct exposure to competition 316 international rules, pursuant to 311 to a joint venture 311 the purchase of water 313 for purposes of resale or lease to third parties 310 reserved 315 secret 312–14 secret or require special security measures 310–11 Service contracts awarded on the basis of an exclusive right 313 subject to special arrangements 314 the supply of energy 314 the supply of fuels for the production of energy 314 Works and service concessions 319 exclusive rights applicability of Utilities Directive 310 exploration for fuels 314 in utilities procurement 313 variants in award criteria 280–81 vertical procurement see also subcontracting